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My top cryptos for April I was right about January, I was right about February, I was right about March
Now here are my cryptos for the month of April before the halving happens Historically speaking, we
usually see red the day of the halving and as always, you can have your stop losses in place if you can't
afford to lose any money But people who are long-term holders, this shouldn't really affect you Number
one is going to be Aptos This is a layer one crypto that is a competitor to Solana and Avax These last
couple of months, we've seen all the layer one skyrocket and what happens afterwards is their
ecosystem also goes up I called Avalanche at $9 and we saw where it went I called Solana in the bear
market, we saw where it went And now what happens is when people have made their money, a lot of
money in an ecosystem have made a lot of money trading on a certain blockchain, Solana or Avax Now
there's more money to go into other competitor projects and that's where we will see a project like
Aptos that has a founder who has worked with massive, massive companies as well Their total trading



volume on their blockchain is going up, their ecosystem is growing and in the bear market, the project
hit its all-time high in a bear market And now it's making its way back up towards its all-time high
towards $19 to $20 And it actually almost broke it just a couple of days ago To me, I feel like this is a
silent layer one project that has been slowly but surely growing and I've been talking about it since $6,
$7, $8, $9, $10, $11, $12, $13 and I'm not saying that you should go buy it right now I'm just saying that
this is a project that's on my radar and on a red day when the market pulls back, I would be very
incentivized to go put some money in not financial advice and just purely my opinion Overall, Aptos is a
layer one that's growing The blockchain is growing, the community is growing, they are building The
team and development team of Aptos is building They're literally going across country to country and
literally doing so many big things if you go look at their actual social media To me, it just feels like all the
money that's been made from Solana and Abax, people are going to realize that layer ones are slowly
going Even something like Phantom that not many people even train anymore was able to do a 2X in
just a month So to me, Aptos, I'm pretty bullish about it I've been bullish about it for six months now and
I'm just remaking this video to let you guys know that I'm still bullish about it I'll be making a part two for
my other crypto, so be sure to follow, like and comment Peace. 0
https://www.tiktok.com/@thecryptonetwork/video/7351931379531173163 Is crypto a good investment?
It depends on individual circumstances and risk tolerance. Cryptocurrency is a highly volatile and
speculative market, meaning that there is potential for high returns but also high risks. It is important to
do thorough research and understand the risks involved before investing in cryptocurrency. It is
recommended to only invest money that you can afford to lose and to diversify your investments to
mitigate risk. How does crypto make you money? There are several ways in which crypto can make
you money: 1. Trading: Many people make money by buying and selling cryptocurrencies on various
exchanges. By predicting the market trends and making smart trading decisions, they can profit from
the fluctuations in the prices of cryptocurrencies. 2. Mining: crypto mining involves using specialized
hardware to solve complex mathematical puzzles and validate transactions on the blockchain. Miners
are rewarded with newly minted coins for their efforts. 3. Staking: Some cryptocurrencies allow users to
stake their coins in order to help secure the network and validate transactions. In return, stakers receive
rewards in the form of additional coins. 4. Investing: Investing in cryptocurrencies can also be a
profitable way to make money. By holding onto your coins for the long term, you can benefit from
potential price appreciation over time. 5. Yield farming: Yield farming involves lending out your
cryptocurrencies or providing liquidity to decentralized finance (DeFi) platforms in exchange for rewards
or interest payments. Overall, making money from crypto requires a good understanding of the market,
risk management, and a willingness to stay updated on the latest trends and developments in the
industry. Is crypto worth money? crypto can be worth money, as many cryptocurrencies have value and
can be bought, sold, and traded on various exchanges. The value of cryptocurrencies can be volatile
and fluctuate greatly, so it is important to do careful research and consider the risks before investing in
or trading cryptocurrencies.


